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In addition to our world class line of antenna products, Mobile 
Mark can supply a variety of accessories to ease installation 
and provide protection features.  We offer several OEM and 
name brand products. 

Lightning/Surge Arrestors
We offer several name brand surge arrestor products. Surge 
arrestors are important to protect your entire radio system.  
Although surge arrestors typically won't save the antenna inn a 
direct lightning strike, they can protect more expensive equip-
ment down stream.   The Surge Arrestors are generally config-
ured by operating frequency.

Special Vehicle Install Helpers
Many of the popular antennas require a 3/4" hole for mount-
ing.  To easily make a hole, utilize a 3/4 hole saw on a drill bit 
to make a quick and clean installation. If you are mounting to a 
plastic or fiberglass surface, it's a requirement for many anten-
nas to have a ground plane. We offer a ground plane disc for 
mounting an antenna to, insure electrical stability. 

Crimp Tools & Cable Strippers
For attaching or replacing your own cable connectors, a ratchet 
crimp tool is offered.  The standard crimp tool accepts various 
hex dies.  The dies needed depend on the type/size of cable you 
are using. We offer the dies for our most popular cable types. A 
quick spinning Cable stripper is almost an effortless way to prop-
erly prepare cable for crimping a connector. They are designed 
to prep cable more precisely than using a hand strip tool.
 
Cable/Connector Sealing
If you are using a product outdoors, it is always an good idea to 
use one of the mastic kits designed to seal up connector/cables 
junctions.  Even if the connector is used in a seemingly protect-
ed environment, condensation can cause moisture to buildup 
inn connectors. Overtime, that moisture can move into cable and 
reduces the performance significantly.

RF Coax  & PCMCIA adapters
Sometimes a quick change is needed for an existing antenna 
or cable to interface with a different connector. A variety of RF 
adapters can gender bend to exactly what you need. RF adapt-
ers have negligible signal losses, so there is nothing better for 
a quick solution.  Also, data applications may require special 
adapters to interface to an external antenna.  We offer a variety 
of jumper cable adapters to suit your needs.
 

Installation & Protection 
Options

■	 Installation hardware: Crimp tools,     
  adapters & cable weathersealing

■ RF Coax Surge Protector products 
  from popular  manufacturers

■ Proven name brand/OEM products
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Lightning& Surge Arrestors                          
Model    Description
ACC-GT-NFF-AL  Gas Tube Surge Arrestor, 0-7 GHz, N Jack                        
                                  (Female-Female)
ACC-TW-LP-005N Lightning Arrestor 0 - 6 GHz, N Bulkhead
                                 (Female-Female)
ACC-AL-LSXM  Surge Protector 2 - 6 GHz, N Jack 
                                 (Female-Female)

Special Vehicle Install Help
Model    Description
ACC-HSK19  3/4'" Hole saw/drill bit
ACC-K332   Ground plane disc, 6" D, 3/8" Hole

Crimp Tools & Cable Strippers
Model    Description
ACC-RFA-4005-20 Crimper Hand set (no die)
ACC-RFA-4005-01 Crimper Die for RG-58/RF-195
ACC-RFA-4005-09 Crimper Die for RG-174/LMR-100
ACC-RFA-4005-14 Crimper Die for LMR-400
ACC-1258   Cable Stripper RG-174/LMR-100
ACC-HTA-312B  Cable Stripper for RG-58/RF-195
ACC-15035WS  Cable stripper for RG-8/LMR-400

Cable/Connector Sealing
Model    Description
ACC-2228   1 in x10 ft Fusion Sealing tape (roll)
ACC-RVS-11  Roll-on mid cable Seal (Rayvolve)
ACC-FT3430  Fusion Bond tape 3/4" x 30 ft roll
ACC-WK-U   Universal Weatherproofing Kit

Coax Adapters & PCMCIA Jumper Cables
Model    Description   
770-000-0-010  TNC Jack to SMA Plug Adapter
770-000-0-012  TNC Jack to Rev Polarity TNC Plug
770-000-0-009  TNC Jack to N Plug Adapter
770-000-0-008  SMA Jack to N Plug Adapter 0-7 GHz
770-000-0-011   SMA Jack to N Plug Adapter 0-4 GHz

Some models may only be available from the USA.
Contact your sales representative for a full list of adapters. 
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